To study the microscopic thermal aging mechanism of insulating paper cellulose through molecular dynamics simulation, it is important to select suitable DP (Degree of Polymerization) and force field for the cellulose model to shorten the simulation time and obtain correct and objective simulation results. Here, the variation of the mechanical properties and solubility parameters of models with different polymerization degrees and force fields were analyzed. Numerous cellulose models with different polymerization degrees were constructed to determine the relative optimal force field from the perspectives of the similarity of the density of cellulose models in equilibrium to the actual cellulose density, and the volatility and repeatability of the mechanical properties of the models through the selection of a stable polymerization degree using the two force fields. The results showed that when the polymerization degree was more than or equal to 10, the mechanical properties and solubility of cellulose models with the COMPASS (Condensed-phase Optimized Molecular Potential for Atomistic Simulation Studies) and PCFF (Polymer Consistent Force Field) force fields were in steady states. The steady-state density of the cellulose model using the COMPASS force field was closer to the actual density of cellulose. Thus, the COMPASS force field is favorable for molecular dynamics simulation of amorphous cellulose.
Introduction
Oil-paper insulation is the main form of insulation for large power transformers. Cellulose is an important component of insulating paper; therefore, the properties of cellulose not only decide the properties of insulating paper, but also the service life of transformers. Aging of the oil-paper insulation of a transformer is a very complex physical and chemical process. Thus, it is difficult to give an in-depth explanation for the aging process from the microscopic mechanism in the traditional study of insulation aging. However, the molecular structure of materials can be investigated through molecular dynamics simulation, which is helpful to analyze the microscopic mechanisms governing various complex macroscopic phenomena, allowing the connection between microscopic structures and macroscopic properties to be revealed [1, 2] .
During molecular dynamics simulation, especially of insulating paper cellulose, the selection of the polymerization degree and force field of the calculation model is very important to obtain correct simulation results and shorten the simulation time. Polymerization degree is an index to measure the
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Models Building
To determine the variation of the mechanical properties and solubility of the cellulose chain, models of 19 groups of single cellulose chains in the amorphous region with the polymerization degrees of 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 16, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 , and 100 were constructed using COMPASS and PCFF force fields. The model density obtained by W. Chen [21] was about 1.385 g/cm 3 , while K. Mazeau and L. Heux [11] achieved a model with four different densities of 1.34-1.3927 g/cm 3 by modeling with the same method and standpoint, and proposed that the density of cellulose in the amorphous region is 1.28-1.44 g/cm 3 . Therefore, we set the initial density of the model as 0.6 g/cm 3 , and the density of the 19 models was increased to approximately 1.40 g/cm 3 through pressurization. The model construction is shown in Figure 1 . 
Parameters Setting
The cellulose models were constructed using Materials Studio software (Accelrys, San Diego, CA, USA). During the optimization of the molecular dynamics simulations and energies, the pressure intensity was set as 0.2 GPa, the Berendsen method [23] was used as the control method, the Andersen method [24] was used for temperature control, the Boltzmann distribution method was employed to randomize the starting speed, the atom-based method was used to describe van der Waals force interactions, the velocity verlet algorithm was adopted as the integration algorithm, and the Ewald method was used to model electrostatic interactions. The non-bond cutoff was 0.95 nm, the buffer width was 0.05 nm, and the spline width was 0.1 nm. The maximum number of iterations was 500, the time was 500 ps, the periodic boundary condition was adopted in the whole simulation process, and the simulation temperature was 298 K.
Analysis of Mechanical Properties
In elastic mechanics, tensile modulus (E) is the ratio of stress to strain and represents the material rigidity; a large E means high rigidity and strong resistance to deformation, as one of the mechanical property indices of materials. The shear modulus (G), also called the rigidity modulus, is the ratio of shear stress to strain. G indicates the shear resistance of the material. The poisson's ratio (v) is the ratio of lateral strain to longitudinal deformation, and it is an elastic constant that reflects the transverse deformation of a material. The Cauchy pressure (C12-C44) can be used to measure the ductility of materials. The bulk modulus (K) describes the elasticity of homogeneous isotropic solids [25] [26] [27] [28] .
The changes of E and G of the models of 19 groups of single cellulose chains in the amorphous region with increasing DP from 2 to 100 under the two force fields were determined through analog computation and are shown in Figures 2 and 3 . 
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The changes of E and G of the models of 19 groups of single cellulose chains in the amorphous region with increasing DP from 2 to 100 under the two force fields were determined through analog computation and are shown in Figures 2 and 3 . . Changes of (a) the tensile modulus (E) and (b) the shear modulus (G) with DP simulated using the COMPASS force field.
(a) (b) Figure 3 . Changes of (a) the tensile modulus (E) and (b) the shear modulus (G) with DP simulated using the PCFF force field.
From Figure 2 , we can conclude that E is maintained at 50-70 GPa and G at 20-28 GPa with increasing DP (DP = 2-10) under the COMPASS force field; when DP = 10, E and G suddenly decrease drastically; when DP = 10-100, E is basically maintained at 13.5-20 GPa and G at 5-8 GPa. Figure 3 reveals that the variations of E and G with a DP determined using the PCFF force field are basically consistent with those obtained with the COMPASS force field; that is, when DP is 10, a sudden change occurs, and then the values become stable.
The average values of E, G, v, and C12-C44 obtained by the calculation on the 14 sets of data (DP = 10, 12, 16, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100) when the mechanic parameters (E, G, v, and C12-C44) reached the steady state are listed in Table 1 . The average value of E obtained using the COMPASS force field is similar to the previously obtained E (14.24 GPa) and G (5.435 GPa) [10] and E of a cellulose amorphous region (12.79 GPa) [29] , so the values conform to the actual mechanical properties of natural cellulose. The average values of E, G, v, and C12-C44 obtained using the PCFF force field differ slightly from those in References [10, 29] . The sudden change of the mechanical properties when DP = 10 is possibly caused by the excessively short cellulose chain behaving in a manner that is inconsistent with the basic characteristics of cellulose polysaccharide (C6H10O5)n and the basic structure of cellulose, which is shown in Figure 4 . When DP = 10, the mechanical properties of the cellulose model reach a steady state, and conform to the actual mechanical properties of the natural cellulose. Therefore, the polymerization degree of the model used in a molecular dynamics simulation of cellulose should not be less than 10. Figure 3 . Changes of (a) the tensile modulus (E) and (b) the shear modulus (G) with DP simulated using the PCFF force field.
The average values of E, G, v, and C12-C44 obtained by the calculation on the 14 sets of data (DP = 10, 12, 16, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100) when the mechanic parameters (E, G, v, and C12-C44) reached the steady state are listed in Table 1 . The average value of E obtained using the COMPASS force field is similar to the previously obtained E (14.24 GPa) and G (5.435 GPa) [10] and E of a cellulose amorphous region (12.79 GPa) [29] , so the values conform to the actual mechanical properties of natural cellulose. The average values of E, G, v, and C12-C44 obtained using the PCFF force field differ slightly from those in References [10, 29] . The sudden change of the mechanical properties when DP = 10 is possibly caused by the excessively short cellulose chain behaving in a manner that is inconsistent with the basic characteristics of cellulose polysaccharide (C 6 H 10 O 5 )n and the basic structure of cellulose, which is shown in Figure 4 . When DP = 10, the mechanical properties of the cellulose model reach a steady state, and conform to the actual mechanical properties of the natural cellulose. Therefore, the polymerization degree of the model used in a molecular dynamics simulation of cellulose should not be less than 10. Table 1 . Average values of E, G, v, and C12-C44 of properties in a steady state of the cellulose models using different force fields. Figure 2 . Changes of (a) the tensile modulus (E) and (b) the shear modulus (G) with DP simulated using the COMPASS force field.
COMPASS PCFF
The average values of E, G, v, and C12-C44 obtained by the calculation on the 14 sets of data (DP = 10, 12, 16, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100) when the mechanic parameters (E, G, v, and C12-C44) reached the steady state are listed in Table 1 . The average value of E obtained using the COMPASS force field is similar to the previously obtained E (14.24 GPa) and G (5.435 GPa) [10] and E of a cellulose amorphous region (12.79 GPa) [29] , so the values conform to the actual mechanical properties of natural cellulose. The average values of E, G, v, and C12-C44 obtained using the PCFF force field differ slightly from those in References [10, 29] . The sudden change of the mechanical properties when DP = 10 is possibly caused by the excessively short cellulose chain behaving in a manner that is inconsistent with the basic characteristics of cellulose polysaccharide (C6H10O5)n and the basic structure of cellulose, which is shown in Figure 4 . When DP = 10, the mechanical properties of the cellulose model reach a steady state, and conform to the actual mechanical properties of the natural cellulose. Therefore, the polymerization degree of the model used in a molecular dynamics simulation of cellulose should not be less than 10. 
Solubility Analysis
In relevant studies on solubility, the condensed state is selected for materials with both high and low molecular weight. The aggregation state of a material is determined by the geometrical arrangement of molecules, as are the physical properties of the material. The intermolecular force in the aggregation state is the non-bonding interatomic action force, rather than the chemical bond force, and can be divided into the van der Waals force (dispersion force, induction force, and dipole force) and hydrogen bonding force. In general, the cohesive energy density or solubility parameter is used to represent the intermolecular force in a material. The cohesive energy density (CED) can be expressed as:
where E ce represents the cohesive energy of the system, V is the volume of the whole system, E inter represents the total energy of all molecules, E total represents the total energy of the whole system, E intra represents the intermolecular energy, and { } represents the average system in the NVT (fixed values of particle number N, volume P, and temperature T)/NPT (fixed values of particle number N, pressure P, and temperature T) ensemble. The solubility parameter (δ) is used to evaluate the strength of the intermolecular force and determine the degree of compatibility between materials; δ can be expressed as:
The variation of CED with polymerization degree determined using the COMPASS and PCFF force fields are presented in Figure 5 , and δ obtained using the two force fields in a steady state are listed in Table 2 .
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(a) (b) Figure 5 . Dependence of CED on DP calculated using (a) the COMPASS force field and (b) the PCFF force field. Figure 5 reveals that, using the COMPASS force field, CED is 850-900 J/cm 3 when DP is less than 6. When DP is equal to 6, CED suddenly decreases, and when DP is greater than 6, CED is stable in the range of 600-720 J/cm 3 . The average δ for the 10 groups with DP of 10-100 is 25. Figure 5 reveals that, using the COMPASS force field, CED is 850-900 J/cm 3 when DP is less than 6. When DP is equal to 6, CED suddenly decreases, and when DP is greater than 6, CED is stable in the range of 600-720 J/cm 3 . The average δ for the 10 groups with DP of 10-100 is 25. Using the PCFF force field, CED is 850-1000 J/cm 3 when DP is less than 6 (Figure 5b ). When DP is equal to 10, CED suddenly decreases, and when DP is greater than 10, CED is stable in the range of 780-830 J/cm 3 . The average δ of the 10 groups with DP of 10-100 is 28.4 (J/cm 3 ) 0.5 . This value is Energies 2017, 10, 1377 6 of 11 slightly different from the values obtained from References [30] [31] [32] , but given that the models used are different, this value is still deemed to be reasonable.
We then consider both the mechanical properties and solubility analysis obtained using the two force fields. The calculated physicochemical properties of cellulose reveal that when DP is less than 10 in the molecular dynamics simulation, the results are inconsistent with the polysaccharide properties of cellulose; when DP is ≥10, the results conform to the actual mechanical and chemical properties of cellulose. Therefore, the polymerization degree of the model used for molecular dynamics simulation of cellulose should not be less than 10.
Study on Force Field Selection for Cellulose Modeling
Models Building and Parameters Setting
The above section revealed that the selected polymerization degree of the model in molecular dynamics simulation of cellulose should not be less than 10 when using the COMPASS and PCFF force fields. Therefore, we chose a DP of 20 to study the two force fields. In the steady state, the relative optimal force field used in molecular dynamics simulation of cellulose can be determined through analysis to confirm the force field under which the steady-state density will be closer to the actual density of cellulose and the repeatability and volatility of the mechanical properties better. The construction and parameter setting of the cellulose models were consistent with those used in the previous sections to select the polymerization degree of cellulose.
Analysis of Steady-State Density
Because accidental errors can be introduced during molecular dynamics simulation, during the calculation of steady-state density, the parameter set was kept consistent, and the calculations were repeated five times to provide an average value and avoid accidental errors. The density variation of the cellulose models over time obtained using the two force fields is shown in Figure 6 .
Using the PCFF force field, CED is 850-1000 J/cm 3 when DP is less than 6 (Figure 5b ). When DP is equal to 10, CED suddenly decreases, and when DP is greater than 10, CED is stable in the range of 780-830 J/cm 3 . The average δ of the 10 groups with DP of 10-100 is 28.4 (J/cm 3 ) 0.5 . This value is slightly different from the values obtained from References [30] [31] [32] , but given that the models used are different, this value is still deemed to be reasonable.
We then consider both the mechanical properties and solubility analysis obtained using the two force fields. The calculated physicochemical properties of cellulose reveal that when DP is less than 10 in the molecular dynamics simulation, the results are inconsistent with the polysaccharide properties of cellulose; when DP is ≥ 10, the results conform to the actual mechanical and chemical properties of cellulose. Therefore, the polymerization degree of the model used for molecular dynamics simulation of cellulose should not be less than 10.
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(a) (b) Figure 6 . Density variation over time calculated using (a) the COMPASS force field and (b) the PCFF force field.
Over time, the density rapidly increased to reach a steady state for the calculations using the two force fields (Figure 6 ). Table 3 shows that the steady-state density of cellulose is 1.446 g/cm 3 using the COMPASS force field, while it is 1.352 g/cm 3 using the PCFF force field. The density of cellulose specified in the Polymer Handbook is 1.480 g/cm 3 [33], so the steady-state density of cellulose obtained in the COMPASS force field is closer to the actual density of cellulose than that obtained with the PCFF. The properties of cellulose can be reflected more accurately by using the Over time, the density rapidly increased to reach a steady state for the calculations using the two force fields (Figure 6 ). Table 3 shows that the steady-state density of cellulose is 1.446 g/cm 3 using the COMPASS force field, while it is 1.352 g/cm 3 using the PCFF force field. The density of cellulose specified in the Polymer Handbook is 1.480 g/cm 3 [33], so the steady-state density of cellulose obtained in the COMPASS force field is closer to the actual density of cellulose than that obtained with the PCFF. The properties of cellulose can be reflected more accurately by using the COMPASS force Energies 2017, 10, 1377 7 of 11 field than that using the PCFF force field. Therefore, the COMPASS force field is better than the PCFF in the molecular dynamics simulation of cellulose. 
Analysis of Repeatability and Volatility
In this paper, 10 groups of data were repeatedly simulated, and the better force field was obtained through comparison of the volatility and repeatability of the mechanical properties of the model calculated using the two force fields. The changes of the calculated values of E, v, K, and G for the 10 groups using the COMPASS force field are presented in Figure 7 , while those obtained with the PCFF force field are shown in Figure 8 . COMPASS force field than that using the PCFF force field. Therefore, the COMPASS force field is better than the PCFF in the molecular dynamics simulation of cellulose. 
In this paper, 10 groups of data were repeatedly simulated, and the better force field was obtained through comparison of the volatility and repeatability of the mechanical properties of the model calculated using the two force fields. The changes of the calculated values of E, v, K, and G for the 10 groups using the COMPASS force field are presented in Figure 7 , while those obtained with the PCFF force field are shown in Figure 8 . The average values (μ), standard deviations (s), and maximum deviation factors (β) for the data for the 10 groups for each force field were determined. The average value reflects the centrotaxis of the data. The standard deviation represents the discreteness of the data, which can be used to indicate the degree of dispersion, and a large standard deviation means a greater degree of discretization. The maximum deviation factor is the absolute difference between the maximum (minimum) sample value and average value divided by the average value. The average value, standard deviation, and maximum deviation factor of E and v for the data for the 10 groups for each force field are presented in Table 4 . From a qualitative point of view, Figures 7 and 8 shows that the values of the volatility of E, v, K, and G under the COMPASS force field are obviously less than those under the PCFF force field. Table 4 reveals that E obtained from the two force fields is similar to Reference [29] . However, the standard deviation (s) of E and v obtained using the COMPASS force field is obviously smaller than that with the PCFF force field. This indicates that the discreteness of the mechanical properties of the model is better and the data are more concentrated using the COMPASS force field than using the PCFF one. Additionally, the maximum deviation factors (β) of E, v, K, and G using the COMPASS force field are obviously smaller than those obtained using the PCFF force field. This indicates that The average values (µ), standard deviations (s), and maximum deviation factors (β) for the data for the 10 groups for each force field were determined. The average value reflects the centrotaxis of the data. The standard deviation represents the discreteness of the data, which can be used to indicate the degree of dispersion, and a large standard deviation means a greater degree of discretization. The maximum deviation factor is the absolute difference between the maximum (minimum) sample value and average value divided by the average value. The average value, standard deviation, and maximum deviation factor of E and v for the data for the 10 groups for each force field are presented in Table 4 . From a qualitative point of view, Figures 7 and 8 shows that the values of the volatility of E, v, K, and G under the COMPASS force field are obviously less than those under the PCFF force field. Table 4 reveals that E obtained from the two force fields is similar to Reference [29] . However, the standard deviation (s) of E and v obtained using the COMPASS force field is obviously smaller than that with the PCFF force field. This indicates that the discreteness of the mechanical properties of the model is better and the data are more concentrated using the COMPASS force field than using the PCFF Energies 2017, 10, 1377 9 of 11 one. Additionally, the maximum deviation factors (β) of E, v, K, and G using the COMPASS force field are obviously smaller than those obtained using the PCFF force field. This indicates that the fluctuation range of the mechanical properties of the model is smaller and the volatility is lower using the COMPASS force field rather than the PCFF. Thus, it is better to choose the COMPASS force field for cellulose molecular dynamics simulation than the PCFF force field.
Conclusions
The range of the polymerization degree used in the calculation models of cellulose was determined through analysis of the variation of the mechanical properties and the solubility of the cellulose chains with increasing DP. The optimal force field was obtained using a stable polymerization degree of the model to compare the two force fields. The agreement between the steady-state densities calculated for the models with the two force fields and the actual density of cellulose was investigated. The volatility and repeatability of the mechanical properties determined for the models with two different force fields were determined. The following conclusions were drawn:
(1) When the DP of the model was less than 10, the model is inconsistent with the polysaccharide properties of cellulose. When DP exceeded 10, the results conformed to the actual mechanical and chemical properties of cellulose. Therefore, the polymerization degree of the model constructed for molecular dynamics simulation of cellulose should not be less than 10. (2) The steady-state density of cellulose obtained using the COMPASS force field was closer to the actual density of cellulose than that determined using the PCFF force field. Analysis from the perspectives of repeatability and volatility revealed that good discreteness of the mechanical properties of the model, concentrated data, and small volatility were obtained using the COMPASS force field. Therefore, the COMPASS force field is better than the PCFF force field for cellulose molecular dynamics simulation.
